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Urdu transcript: 

 
-(,+*(ن "!ں '&د$�ں "!ں : ��رت  

dry fruit 
�A4- BC@، 9(دام، -+*ہ، ر$�ڑ:۔ 9ہ7 6�ق 'ے ,4($( 3(ت( ہے۔ " DE3F ا $ہ ہے ,ہ "!ں&!"

,4( ,ے  ل!OE ا49@ اMN(ر: ,& ,ے، اور '(را دن ت� KL& ہ� 3(ت( ہےر,J رہ@ ہ�ں۔ روزے 
"!&ا، 49�W ت� Cہ!ں لV@ ہ�ئ، ل!OE دل T(ہ*( ہے ,ہ اN @49 @49@ الS(ل ,C JQہ ,JQ ,4(ت@ 

۔ اور "4Yے Fل� X9(رے، '�,4ے Fڑو 9ہ7 ا4Tے ت� ا49@ 9ہ7 '@ "�A4- BC@ ,4(ئ ہےرہ�ں۔ 
"(C+ہ&ہ ا$a `(ؤں ہے، ا'^"(9(د 'ے +ہ&ہ 'ے ہ!ں، "!&ے "(ں 9(پ۔ ہ] ل�گ "(CلV*ے ہ!ں۔ 

 ت� "!&ے خ!(ل "!ں، "!ں 9ہ7 خ�6@ 'ے "!ں۔ ۔ ا`& "!&ے تa ہ�ڈه(ئ `c4ٹے ,( را'*ہ ہے۔ 
,C @49 JQہ!ں۔ ,!�ECہ "!ں وہ(ں -& وہ@ ,&وں 3� "!ں $ہ(ں -& ,&ت@ ہ�ں۔ "(C+ہ&ہ "!ں رہ�ں۔ 

 9!ٹJ ,& ر'(لے -ڑه ل!ۓ، 
dry fruit 
�$jن د$JE ل!(، 9(ت!ں ,& ل!ں۔ "!&: اور زiC`@ ہ@ ,!( ہے۔ ,4( ل!(،!A!4( ل@، ٹ, lE"  4!ںE$د OE!ل

 F`ے ,!( ہ�ت( ہے۔ m9۔ 
I’m out of con… 

 
 ا4T(۔ "!ں Cے ا"&$Eہ "!ں

high school 
 ,& ,ہ "!ں وا-F mئ اور "!ں 9@ اے "!ں 

admission 
�ں۔  ل!4Y" OEے 9ہ7 6�ق ت4( ,ہ "لے 'E*@ ت4@c9 &ا ,ہ !ں ڈا,ٹ�ا$a دم 4Y" &, Fے اح+(س ہ

ل!OE "!&ے -(س۔ "!ں Cے '�T( "!ں ڈا,ٹ& c9*@ ہ�ں۔ اتc@ ز$(دہ s&79 ہے۔ $ہ(ں -& -(,+*(ن "!ں 
"!&ے -(س اب "!ں '�T*@ ہ�ں، ۔   

Science 
 ,ے 

subjects 
، "!ںت4ے  

admission 
ت� "!ں Cے -4& اCٹ& "!ں۔ ، ل!OE اس و7x -*ہ C @49ہ!ں تT)4(ہ*@ ت� "E' @49 D*@ ت4@  

admission 
ا`& "!ں ا'@ و7x۔ ۔ ۔ل@۔   

 
 اCٹ& 3� ہے وہ 

Eleventh  
 اور

Twelfth grade 
 ,ے 9&ا9& ہ�ت( ہے۔ 



Inter- Intermediate 
 ,ہ*ے ہ!ں۔ 

Matric- matriculation, ninth and tenth grade 
,(ل~ "!ں ہ�ت@ ہے۔ -F &4پ ,(ل~ ATے 3(تے ہ�۔   

Eleventh  
 اور

Twelfth grade 
ا$� اے ,@ ,& ,ے -4&   

degree 
'@ اور -F &4پ 9@ اے ,& 'E*ے ہ� $( -4& ا$� اے $( ا$�۔ا$m۔"A*@ ہے۔   

medical college 
,(ش "!ں ا$�۔ا$m۔'@ ,!(۔  "!ں Cے دو '(ل -4&"!ں E' )3*ے ہ�۔   
medical college 

 "!ں
apply 

 ,& ,ے 
medicine 

4Yے اور اس ,ے i�9 �3 "ہ@ ,& ل!*@۔   
admission 

اس ز"(Cے "!ں $ہ "!ں -!�(ور C )C)3ہ!ں T(ہ*@ ت4@۔ "!ں -!�(ور "!ں "A@۔ "A@، "!ڈ$DE ,(ل~   
Russia 

  "!ں Bc3، $ہاور اC)�N+*(ن
Seventies 

اور -!�(ور اّ"@ ,� ت4�ڑا ڈر 6&وع ت� Cہ!ں ہ�ئ ہ�ئ ت4@ ل!DT OE رہ@ ت4@۔ "!ں DT رہ@ ت4@۔ 
اور اّ"@ ,ہ*@ ت4!ں -!�(ور ,ے ل�گ 9(ت!ں `@ اور 9ہ7 دور ہے۔ ں لV*( ت4( ,ہ "!ں -!�(ور 3(ؤ

 ت4�ڑ: ,&تے ہ!ں اور ا`& Fپ 
eye liner 

 لV(ؤ ت� ل�گ ,ہ*ے ہ!ں ,ہ لڑ,@ 9ہ7 ت!� ہے۔
 

 
English translation: 

 

Woman: In Pakistan during the winter, dry fruit is eaten with a lot of enthusiasm. 
Peanuts, almonds, pistachios, rewari1... As for me, I am fasting these days. And all day I 
can wait, but now after finishing Iftari 2, after eating, not that I’m hungry any longer, but 
I still want to keep eating one thing or the other. So I have just eaten a lot of peanuts. I 
also like plums and dried peaches a lot. We are from Mansehra, my parents. Mansehra is 
a village about two and a half hours away from Islamabad. If it were left up to me, I 
think, I would live very happily in Mansehra. Because I would do there what I do here; 
which is nothing. Sit and read magazines, eat dry fruit, eat makai3, watch television and 

                                                 
1 candy made from refined sugar and coated with sesame seeds 
2 breaking of the fast in the evening during Ramadan 
3 roasted corn off the cob 



talk. What else is there in my life? But let’s see what happens. That’s it…I’m out of 
con…!   
 
Okay. I came back from America after going to high school there, and I could have been 
admitted to a B.A. program but I really wanted to become a doctor (In Pakistan you do 
not need an undergraduate degree to go to medical school. You can join a medical 
university right after high school). Suddenly when I came back I realized here in Pakistan 
there is so much poverty. I thought I'd become a doctor. But I had…now that I think 
about it, I had science subjects and if I wanted I could have been admitted, but I didn’t 
even know at that time. So then I got admitted to “Inter”. If I had at that time… 
 
Inter is equivalent to eleventh and twelfth grades. Inter means Intermediate. “Matric” or 
matriculation is ninth and tenth grades. Then you go to college. After doing eleventh and 
twelfth grades, you get an FA (Fellowship in Arts) degree in college. Then after FA or F. 
Sc. (Fellowship in Science) you can do a B.A. or go to medical school. So then I did an F. 
Sc. for two years. I wish I had applied to medical college and studied medicine [instead]. 
After that, when I got accepted… [I got accepted] into the medical school in Peshawar. I 
did not want to go to Peshawar. At that time, in the seventies, the war between Russia and 
Afghanistan was going on. It hadn’t begun then but it was already on (sic). Mother was a 
little scared about my going to Peshawar, and Peshawar was very far away.  Mother used 
to say that the people of Peshawar gossip, and if you even put on eye liner, they say, this 
girl is too cocky!    
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